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IMPROVEMENTS AND FEATURES
Changes to A/B testing
A/B tests have received a large overhaul. We have made changes in the wizard, the pages for
Publishing and Reports and in the way the winning email is selected and published.
New A/B test wizard
The new A/B test wizard is now similar to the regular Publishing wizard and consists of 3 steps and a
summary page with a confirmation button that creates the A/B test.
Step 1:
In the first step the label and test type are chosen, together with the edition, the target group and
the start time.

Some more details on the fields in this step:
Label

The Label of the A/B Test.

Test type

Test on Subject, From name and address or Content (details are set in step 2).

Email type

Direct Email or Newsletter type.

Edition

Direct Email or Newsletter (only for Test types “Subject” and “From”).

Group

Target group or smart group.

When

Start directly or schedule on a specific date and time.

Date and time

The date and time to start the A/B test (only when “Schedule” is chosen above).

Timezone

The timezone for the A/B test jobs: by default the user’s timezone.

Max. Speed

Mail speed for all mails in the test.
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Step 2:
In the second step different test versions are created based on the selected Test type. With the [ + ]
button additional versions can be added with a new variation of the Subject or From name/address
or with a different edition (based on the selected email type).

Step 3:
In step 3 the distribution of the target group between test mails and the final mail is chosen, as well
as the criterion on which to choose the winner, the duration of the test and the deployment mode
of the final email.
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The distribution of contacts that receive the test version versus the winning version
can be set by using a slider. An indication for the number of contacts is shown. For smart groups the
last count is used. For static groups the number is already reduced by with the number of blacklisted
and suppressed contacts.
It’s possible to set the slider all the way to 100% for the test mails so that there will be no final mail
sent to for the winning version.
Also in this step the winning criterion is set: “Opens” or “Clicks”. If “Opens” is chosen the winner will
be determined based on the Open Rate (in previous versions of Dialogue this was the number of
unique opens: that is no longer an option).
If “Clicks” is chosen the user has to set a few additional options:
-

CTR (Click Through Rate) or CTO (Click To Open rate)
Clicks on any link or links with a specific tag (clicks on unsubscribe links are ignored)
Link tag (in case “links with selected tag” was chosen above).

The total duration of the test phase can be set in hours or minutes: the default is 4 hours.
The winning version can be deployed automatically or manually. When “automatically” is chosen the
user receives a notification email 30 minutes before the test phase ends to inform that a winner will
soon be chosen and deployed. When the test phase ends another notification will be sent to inform
the user that a winning email has been chosen and sent. In case of manual deployment the user
receives a notification at the end of the test phase to notify that the test has ended and a winner can
be selected.
Details pages in Publishing
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The details page of an A/B test has been redesigned to include all the necessary details
to determine the winner and now also includes the new options for editing, scheduling and selecting
the winner as described above.
Change the settings of a running or scheduled A/B test
On the A/B test details page in Publishing, a user can edit the settings for the test duration and the
deployment mode for the final email. This is possible for scheduled tests and for running tests that
for which the test duration has not expired yet.
Manually set winning version
From the Publishing or Reporting page it is now possible to manually select the winning version of an
email and to either send the final email job immediately or to schedule it. This is also possible when
the option “automatically” is chosen for the publication of the winning version. At any time before
the final mail is sent out a user can set or change the winning version and publish or schedule the
final mail.

Reporting page
On the various reporting pages of A/B tests we have made the following changes:
-

The A/B test sub module in Reports now shows the list of A/B tests instead of the old reporting
dashboard.
In the reports of an A/B test we now aggregate not only the results from the test jobs, but the
final job is included as well.
On the summary page more details of the A/B test are displayed so that the user can understand
the results better.
The comparison report looks similar to the new Publishing details page. The “approve” link has
been removed and replaced with a link to the Publishing page.
The list of jobs page now includes a column to make it easier to recognize a test job or final job.
On the content page we made it more easy to identify the jobs (test and final) by showing the
edition, version and schedule date in the dropdown. The same change has been applied to the
click reporting exports and summary export.
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Aborting an A/B test
When an A/B test is aborted this will not abort already running mail jobs. Aborting an A/B test only
means that any subsequent steps (notification mails and the sending of the final email) will not be
executed.
List Pages in Publishing and Reporting
On the Publishing and Reporting list pages we have added the following columns to allow users to
more easily find the right A/B Test:
-

Test type
Schedule date
Deploy winner setting
Status (Reporting module only)

In addition to this, the Reporting page now contains the same Filter options as the Publishing page.

ISO 8601 datetime format supported for contact imports
Users can now use ISO 8601 formats for datetime fields when importing contacts (web and API). The
following inputs will all be accepted and converted to 2014-12-28 13:30:10
- 2014-12-28 13:30:10
- 2014-12-28T13:30:10
- 2014-12-28T13:30:10Z
- 2014-12-28T13:30:10+03:00
- 2014-12-28T13:30:10.232-06:00
Note that even though some of these notations include a timezone offset, that information will be
lost after importing.

Enable click tracking for VML-based Outlook buttons
Links within html v:rect and v:roundrect elements (used for buttons that are only displayed in
Outlook) will now create redirect url’s to enable click tracking for those links. Attributes for tags and
type within these elements are processed as normal. Previously these links did not result in click
tracking.
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RealCampaign Integration: multi-instance custom objects
In RealCampaign it is possible to create custom onbjects with multiple instances. Objects of this type
can now also be mapped to a Contact Database in Dialogue.
Consider a multiple instance object Orders that contains Order Items.

In Dialogue this relational structure can be mapped to a flat contact database with records that
contain information on both the order and the order items:
RealCampaign Object
Order Item

RealCampaign Field
Id

Dialogue Field Label
RealCampaign Order items Id

Order Item
Order Item

Order_Item_Id
Product Name

Order items > Order_Item_Id
Order items > Product Name

Order Item
Order

Quantity
Id

Order items > Quantity
Orders > Id

Order

Total

Orders > Total

On the mapping page this will look as follows:
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API 3: Create and Publish direct email and Get sms messages
In our Restful API Service (API 3.0) we have added calls to create and publish direct emails and the
retrieve SMS types and messages:
Create a direct email:
POST /workspaces/{workspace id}/directemailtypes/{type id}/editions
Publish a direct email:
POST /workspaces/{workspace id}/directemailtypes/{type id}/directemails/{direct email id}/jobs
Retrieve SMS types and messages:
GET /workspaces/{workspace id}/smsmessagetypes
GET /workspaces/{workspace id}/smsmessagetypes/{type id}/editions
Details can be found on the API 3.0 documentation page.

Option to export creation date in contact exports
In the various exports of contacts in the Contacts and Reporing modules, it is now possible to also
select the field “Creation date (system)” to be included in the export. In the API 2.0 ExportService
the creation date can be included by setting a parameter includeCreationDate to true.

Global search field removed
The global search option in the top right corner of the screen has been removed from all modules.
The reason is that all modules have more sophisticated search options available in widgets and/or
on the pages and this search option had performance issues (especially for the contacts module).

Campaign Email Summary Report
In Campaign Report, when a user clicks on the Campaign run, the user now lands on the Summary
report that aggregates all jobs from all email nodes in the selected Campaign run. Reports for
specific job nodes can be accessed from the “list of job nodes” page.

Content check code analysis
After performing a content check it is now possible to access the code analysis page with details on
the issues that were found for the selected client. This function was removed in version 3.27
because of problems with the 3rd party API that we use. These issues have now been solved.
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BUG FIXES AND SMALL IMPROVEMENTS
CONTACTS
•
•

When exporting bounces in a certain period, selecting contact fields no longer causes a problem.
It is now no longer possible to accidentally create an invalid smart group.

CONTENT
•

•
•

When a user tries to delete a newsletter, direct email or SMS message that is being used by an
active campaign run, the system displays a message with the name and campaign and the
content cannot be deleted.
Creating an attachment with a duplicate name no longer causes an error.
On the list page for SMS messages per type the links now lead to the correct item.

API
•

The API 2.0 ContactService.updateBulk will no longer result in field values with value NULL.

GENERAL & API
•
•

The password expiry function is working correctly again.
Problems with incorrect module and sub-module navigation have been solved.

REPORTING
•
•
•
•

The “contacts that clicked” export now contains a column “Tags” with the link tags.
We now use the term “skipped” in all reports instead of “not sent” for contacts that were
skipped upon publication.
Sorting on columns in A/B test reporting is now working properly.
The number for Conversion in the summary report export is now consistent with the report.

CAMPAIGNS
•
•
•

Deleting a picklist value no longer causes an error.
Error messages in campaign log now show the correct message on mouse-over.
All texts in the campaign preview and editor now use the user’s language.
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